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Operant Control of Eye Movements during Human Vigilance
Abstract. Eye movements were used as a criterion of observing responses in a rigdance task. Time on watch and signal rates similarly allected both eyemorement rates and percentage of detections. Observing rate may account for detection data, and may be a more stable measure of vigilance than detection rate is, especially when very few signals occur.
Vigilance research is concerned with maintenance of a (human) monitor's efficiency in detecting infrequent changes in stimulus events over prolonged periods of sustained observation. In practice, vigilance is defined in terms of efficiency in performance over pe In general, our data conform to traditional effects found for percentage of detections (8) and showed parallel eyemovement rates (9) . The detection efficiency on the slow signal rate is an exception. However, this exception emphasizes the major difficulty with using a response which depends only on the occurrence of a signal. If signal rate is extremely low and few signals are presented, a very large N must be used to obtain stable results, and a high degree of error variance must be tolerated in statistical analyses. In contrast, an observing-response measure can show moment-to-moment fluctuations in monitoring behavior even in the absence of signal presentation (Fig. 1) . In addition, observing rates parallel detection rates, suggesting that the observing responses could reflect monitoring efficiency better since they are based on more data.
To evaluate the correspondence of eye-movement rates and percentap of detections, mean eye-movement rate and mean arc-sin percentage detections for each 10=minute period were then correlated. The Pearson r for the two fast rates pooled was .98. The slow signal rate was analyzed separately. Its correlation of detection rate and eyemovement rate was low (.006). The eye-movement rate data and detection data of each individual for 10-minute periods were then correlated. Although a wide spread of values was found (-.27 to + .99). the majority of the correlations were high (median = .84). Those subjects who showed low correlations had slower and more erratic eyemovement rates and detection rates, or both (Fig. 2) . Subjects with high correlations most often had higher and more uniform eye-movement rates (Fig.   1) . It thus appears that, as signal rate decreases, response rates become more variable both within and between sesz sions; consequently, correlational analyses grow less stable and should be interpreted with caution. However, detection rate can he expected to be more susceptible to these inconsistencies since it is based on a much smaller amount of data than eye-movement rate is.
Individuals with higher overall eyemovement rates detected many more signals. Mackworth. Kaplan, and Metlay (9) found a similar result on a clock-watching vigilance task. Their interpretation is that speed of shifting of fixation is an index of "alertness."
Subjects sometimes fixate a signal without seeing it, as Baker (5) found for a clock-monitoring task. and Mackworth. Kaplan, and Metlay (9) found for both a one-or two-clock monitorin2 task. The same result was confirmed in our study. But, in addition, it was found that rate of looking without reporting was sensitive both to signal rate and time on watch. The slower the signal rate and the longer the time on watch, the greater the tendency to fixate a signal without reporting it. Thus "looking without seeing" seems to follow the same course as detections and eye movements and seems to be controlled by the same variables. This effect might be a function of other more subtle components of the act of observing.
In conclusion, our results support 1101-land's (2) suggestion that detection data in vigilance experiments reflect observing responses, he they contrived, like key-pressing to illuminate the display, or more natural, like eye movements. 
